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While new Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies gain traction in the workplace, there
seems to be more buzz around these newer advances, including Robotic Process Automation
(RPA), than more established process improvement techniques such as Lean Six Sigma. This
praxis research uses Lean Six Sigma as a framework for effectively deploying these emerging
technologies, a challenge for 86% of companies (Ernst & Young, 2021). This research is applied
to one of the legal industry’s most resource intensive processes – eDiscovery in the environment
of a Big 4 accounting firm that provides services to corporations and legal professionals alike.
Electronic discovery (also known as e-discovery, ediscovery, eDiscovery, or eDiscovery) is the process of identifying, collecting, producing, and presenting electronically
stored information (ESI) in response to a request for production in a lawsuit or investigation. ESI
can include any type of electronically stored file and commonly includes emails, documents,
databases, media files, social media, and web sites. The lifecycle of eDiscovery has been defined
by the Electronic Discovery Reference Model (EDRM) as having the following phases:
Information Governance, Identification, Preservation. Collection, Processing, Review, Analysis,
Production, and Presentation. To move through the phases of the EDRM historically requires a
significant investment in time, technology, and human resources.
v

This project had its origins as an automation effort driven by the technical advances in
RPA solutions. However, RPA became a tool for to enable the program – not the solution itself.
The DMAIC framework (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, Control) of Lean Six Sigma laid
the foundation for a more wholistic analysis of the EDRM including the identification of
processes that required revision prior to their automation. The Define phase identified the
resource intensive strain moving through the EDRM causes corporations, vendors, and litigators.
Through the measure phase, an opportunity to provide better results faster, and therefore cheaper
was quickly identified. Through the analysis, several unnecessary handoffs, extraneous
processes, and general bottlenecks in the process were refined. Through the Improve phase,
automation played a significant part in realizing the efficiencies identified in the analyze phase.
Finally, the controls phase not only put these improved processes into place but also quantified
the value of ensuring these procedures were thoroughly deployed.
This research is organized using the DMAIC framework to articulate the process for
completing the research, the gains and efficiencies made throughout the analysis, and to measure
the impact and success of the overall program enhancements.
The impact of this project is measurable not only in the reduction of defects as defined by
Lean Six Sigma, but also a significant improvement in time required to complete these processes.
Even more satisfying, these efficiencies have a measurable, financial impact that has currently
been realized north of $5 million USD in one year alone. This impact led to the solution
becoming a finalist for an industry award where it was presented to over 3,000 industry
professionals. Furthermore, the reduction and automation of manual, tedious tasks have also led
to more enriching work for resources
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Robotic Process Automation (RPA) involves using virtual “bots” to perform routine tasks
and has become a buzzword in the professional services industry. Management research,
including Forrester, Gartner, and EY among others, has clearly established that RPA technology
will continue to be more widely adopted. However, automating inefficient processes has the
potential to create significant resource constraints in addition to multiplying errors in processes
that are not consistently accurate. This research applies the principles of Lean Six Sigma as the
foundation of building an RPA program – specifically in the context of the Electronic Discovery
Reference Model (EDRM). This chapter is organized by first discussing the background and
context, followed by the research problem, the research aims, objectives and questions, the
significance and finally, the limitations.
1.1 Background
In order for this research project to be possible, it is first important to understand the
background of both RPA and Lean Six Sigma. Additionally, it will be important to understand
the eDiscovery lifecycle in order to appreciate the application of these two efficiency
methodologies.
1.1.1 Robotic Process Automation
RPA is an umbrella term for applications that operate on the user interface of other
systems in the way a human would do instead of via back-end integrations. RPA aims to replace
1

human input on manual, repetitive tasks by automation done in an “outside-in’’ manner (van der
Aalst, 2018). Gartner defines RPA as “a productivity tool that allows a user to configure one or
more scripts (which some vendors refer to as “bots”) to activate specific keystrokes in an
automated fashion. The result is that the bots can be used to mimic or emulate selected tasks
(transaction steps) within an overall business or IT process. These may include manipulating
data, passing data to and from different applications, triggering responses, or executing
transactions. RPA uses a combination of user interface interaction and descriptor technologies.
The scripts can overlay on one or more software applications.” (Gartner, 2021)
Precursors to RPA include screen scrapers, workflow automation and management tools,
and Artificial Intelligence (AI). The term can first be traced back to the early 2000s but leading
companies including UiPath, Automation Anywhere, and Blue Prism, began gaining traction
around 2013. According to Gartner, by 2018 RPA platforms make up the largest growth in
software development companies.
1.1.2 Lean Six Sigma
Lean Six Sigma marries the quality focus of Six Sigma with the cost saving principles of
the lean management style and can be summarized as:
1. Reducing defects and errors through a data-driven approach that focuses on root-cause
analysis
2. Focusing on the management strategy of employees distinguishing the business from the
bottom line
3. Combining engineering philosophy with low-risk techniques

2

Six Sigma aims to reduce defects by focusing on the 5 Ss. The original 5 Ss are Japanese
words, with their English translations below (BPI, n.d.):


Seiri (Sort) - Removing unnecessary items from working area



Seiton (Straighten, Set) – Storing items in an orderly way for easy maintenance



Seiso (Shine, Sweep) – Maintaining a clean environment so that problems can be easily
identified



Seiketsu (Standardize) – Define standards across areas



Shitsuke (Sustain) – Maintaining standards for the long-term

While this project is not related to work performed in a physical location, the 5Ss are still
relevant when applied to the virtual environment and data storage.
Finally, Six Sigma relies on the DMAIC framework which will be used as the foundation
for this research:


Define – The main priority of the define phase is to clearly articulate and refine the
problem including why it is a problem. While it may sound trivial and an overly
burdensome administrative task to dedicate an entire phase of the lifecycle to simply
defining the problem, this phase is crucial in establishing clear objectives and aligning
stakeholders early on in the process of what the issue is that is trying to be solved.



Measure - The measure phase builds off of the define phase by gathering data and
establishing a baseline of the current state. The data that is gathered during the measure
phase will be critical to properly analyze the problem in the next phase. As it is often
said in regards to data quality, “Garbage in, garbage out.”
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Analyze – While tempting to jump straight to the improve phase, the anlayze phase
forces initiatives to get to the true root cause of issues and not make costly assumptions
that can lead to subpar results.



Improve – The improve phase begins by determining potential solutions, then prioritizing
and deciding which ones to implement, and finally implementing the solutions. It is
helpful during the improve phase to consider the final control phase and ensure that
processes are engineered in a way that can be easily controlled.



Control – Finally, the control phase aims to ensure the improvements made during the
initiative are sustainable. A big component of this phase includes change management
which builds off of the very first phase define by aligning stakeholder priorities to the
newly refined process.

Figure 1 DMAIC Framework for Achieving Process Excellence through Lean Six Sigma
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1.1.3 eDiscovery
Complete Discovery Source defines eDiscovery as “the electronic aspect of identifying,
collecting and producing electronically stored information (ESI) in response to a request for
production in a law suit or investigation. ESI includes, but is not limited to, emails, documents,
presentations, databases, voicemail, audio and video files, social media, and web sites.” (The
Basics: What is e-Discovery?, n.d.) Said differently, eDiscovery is the process of identifying and
collecting relevant data, typically unstructured, and preparing it in a way that it can be easily
searched and reviewed so that relevant information can be produced to the opposing party,
typically a regulating body such as the Department of Justice (DOJ), Securities Exchange
Commission (SEC), or Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) here in the
United States.
The Electronic Discovery Reference Model (EDRM) provides a framework for the
process of data as it flows through the lifecycle (Electronic Discovery Reference Model, 2020).
As you move across the model from left to right, the volume of data increases while the
relevance of the remaining data increases. Said differently, as data moves across the EDRM it is
continuously analyzed and culled so that the most important pieces of data for each matter are
analyzed in additional detail.
It is important to note that the EDRM model while presented linearly more often than not
is performed concurrently. Additionally, one may not need all of the steps outlined in the
diagram. For example, data is often identified and preserved for a matter but never processed,
reviewed, or produced, if a settlement is reached. Alternatively, it is common during the review
phase of an engagement to identify an additional relevant custodian and go back and collect and
process his or her data for additional review.
5

Additionally, the EDRM is an iterative process that can have many phases being
performed simultaneously. For example, one may be reviewing data that has already been
identified, preserved, collected, and processed when they find a key piece of data involving an
employee whose data was not originally collected. In eDiscovery, this new employee would be
referred to as a custodian, defined as a person “having administrative control of a document or
electronic file" (Microsoft, 2020). It is quite common for the scope of custodians to expand as
review is completed. When this happens, the review of data can continue while the new
custodians’ data is collected.

Figure 2 Electronic Discovery Reference Model (Electronic Discovery Reference Model, 2021)

1.1.3 Information Governance
The EDRM begins with an Information Governance (IG) model. Information governance
can be defined as “the specification of decision rights and an accountability framework to ensure
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appropriate behavior in the valuation, creation, storage, use, archiving and deletion of
information. It includes the processes, roles and policies, standards and metrics that ensure the
effective and efficient use of information in enabling an organization to achieve its goals
(Gartner Glossary, 2021).” IG is the foundation for organizations to be prepared should
eDiscovery arise and includes the entire data lifecycle – from the creation of data through its
disposition. It includes not only data but also an organization’s technology and related
processes, policies, and strategies.
1.1.4 Identification
Identification is the process to identify potentially relevant pieces of information that can
include ESI for individual custodians or enterprise systems. Additionally, paper sources, such as
notebooks, printed binders, etc., can also be deemed relevant and are typically scanned so that
they are then stored electronically. The aim of the identification phase is for the legal team to
develop and execute a plan to identify and validate potentially relevant ESI sources including
people and systems (EDRM, 2010).

Figure 3: Identification Phase Workflow (EDRM, 2010)
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1.1.5 Preservation
In short, duty of preservation is triggered when “litigation is filed, threatened, or is
reasonably anticipated.” (American Bar Association, n.d.) This is typically achieved by placing
a legal hold in place which is a written directive to avoid the destruction of any potentially
relevant information. Typically, custodians are alerted of a legal hold, and Information
Technology (IT) departments can create, or modify existing, back-up policies to preserve
relevant information. Data should be preserved in a way that is designed to be “legally
defensible; reasonable; proportionate; efficient; auditable; broad but tailored; mitigate risks.”
(EDRM, 2020)

Figure 4: Preservation Phase Workflow (EDRM, 2020)

1.1.6 Collection
Unsurprisingly, collection is the process of acquiring data that is identified during the
identification phase and meets the same requirements of the data preservation phase: legally
defensible, proportionate, efficient, auditable, and targeted. The Sedona Conference is a
nonprofit organization that includes legal and technology professionals to study the advancement
of eDiscovery. Sedona Principle 6 states that “responding parties are best situated to evaluate the
procedures, methodologies, and technologies appropriate for preserving and producing their own
8

electronically stored information.” (19 Sedona Conference, 2018) This means that the producing
party is responsible for determining the appropriate method for data collection, in addition to
other processing, review, and production activities. The EDRM Collection Guide defines the
process as follows:

Figure 5: Collection Phase Workflow (Electronic Discovery Reference Model, n.d.)

There are several tools in the industry to collect data into what is known as a forensic image.
The tool used is heavily dependent on the type of data being collected but common tools include
EnCase, AccessData-FTK, and Macquisition.
1.1.7 Processing
The next phase of the EDRM is processing, which will be the primary focus of this research
project. In short, processing includes the transformation and preparation of collected data into a
format that is ready for searching and ultimately review. This typically includes:


Extraction of key metadata fields such as To, From, CC, BCC for emails, author for
documents, and relevant date fields into a structured database for searching



Extraction of file content text and subsequent indexing for searching
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Flattening of files so that files are available outside of their containers such as word
documents in a zip folder or attachments to an email



Exclusion of non-relevant system files



Deduplication which is the process of identifying the unique document population



Migration to a review platform

The EDRM defines processing’s objective to “perform actions on ESI to allow for metadata
preservation, itemization, normalization of format, and data reduction via selection for review.”
(EDRM, 2020)

Figure 6: Processing Phase Workflow (EDRM, 2020)

1.1.8 Review and Analysis
Review is typically handled by attorneys, paralegals, or other legal professionals and
aims to “gain an understanding of document content while organizing them into logical sub-sets
in an efficient and cost effective manner. Develop facts, reduce risk, reduce cost, leverage
technology, facilitate collaboration and communication.” (EDRM, 2010)

10

Figure 7: Review Phase Workflow (EDRM, 2010)

In short, review is the process of identifying relevant documents to produce and privileged
documents to withhold.
1.1.9 Production and Presentation
Finally, data is produced in “an efficient and usable format in order to reduce cost, risk
and errors and be in compliance with agreed production specifications and timelines”
(Production Guide, 2010)

Figure 8: Production Phase Workflow (Production Guide, 2010)

Productions can have many formats but tend to stick to standard specifications defined by the
Department of Justice (DOJ), Security and Exchange Commission (SEC), and the Company
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Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) that include native files, itemized image files, extracted
text files, and metadata load files.
1.1.10 EDRM Summary
In short, the EDRM can be summarized into the phases below:
1. Identification – Locating potentially relevant sources of ESI and any relevant paper
sources including determining its scope, breadth and depth.
2. Preservation – Ensuring that ESI is properly maintained and protected against
inappropriate modification or destruction.
3. Collection – Forensically capturing ESI for further use in the EDRM processes including
processing, review, analysis, production and preparation.
4. Processing – Preparing collected ESI for review including data culling and easily
consumable exported data.
5. Review – Evaluating processed data for case needs often including reviewing for
responsiveness, privilege, and applying any necessary redactions.
6. Analysis – Evaluating ESI for content & context, including key patterns, topics, people
and discussion for the case or investigation strategy
7. Production – Delivering ESI to the opposing party or regulatory body in appropriate
forms, using appropriate delivery mechanisms.
8. Presentation – Displaying ESI before audiences (at depositions, hearings, trials, etc.),
especially in native & near-native forms.
For the purposes of this research project, we will be focused on the process of preparing data for
review which includes both the processing and review phases.
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1.1.11 Trends in the eDiscovery Industry
Market Size
The report "eDiscovery Market by Component (Software (Processing, Review and Analysis,
Identification, Preservation and Collection, and Production and Presentation) and Services),
Deployment Type, Organization Size, Vertical, and Region - Global Forecast to 2025" claims the
global eDiscovery market size is expected to grow from USD 9.3 billion in 2020 to USD 12.9
billion by 2025, at a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 6.6% during the forecast period
with the majority of growth in North America. This is due to a variety of reasons including:


Increased regulations under democratic administrations



Filled vacancies in the Department of Justice (DOJ) and Securities Exchange
Commission (SEC)



Increase in whistleblowers due to rewards and potential compensation through the Dodd
Frank Act



Exponential growth in data volumes resulting in rise in costs in Discovery due to scale

While the industry may expect to grow ~6.6% in revenue, year over year, it’s important to
contextualize that growth within the pace at which data is growing. Christo Petrov identified 25
impressive data growth stats, of which I’ll highlight my favorites below (Petrov, 2021):


In 2020, every person generated 1.7 megabytes in just a second.



Internet users generate about 2.5 quintillion bytes of data each day.



95% of businesses cite the need to manage unstructured data as a problem for their
business.



80 – 90% of the data we generate today is unstructured
13

Technology Advances
Unsurprisingly, to keep pace with the increase in market and data size, the industry has
made several advances in technology:


Remote Collections – Historically data collections consisted of physical media devices
such as desktop machines, laptops, and mobile phones. With the transition of data to the
cloud and reduction in data storage costs, it is now more common for companies to have
technologies in place to not only collect data but place legal holds and preservation
measures in place as well.



Targeted Collections – With advances in data collection platforms, such as Microsoft’s
O365 Compliance Suite, data can now be available to be searched prior to collection. For
example, a case involving a pyramid scheme that took place within a two-year period can
have emails exported that were sent only within that time period and only if they
contained relevant search terms.



Emerging Data Sources – With the emergence of new technologies and sources of data,
such as the myriad of sources within the Internet of Things, the eDiscovery industry has
to be prepared to not only identify and collect these data sources but also host them in a
review-friendly way.



Shadow IT – Similar to the emerging data sources, a seasoned eDiscovery professional
knows they need to consider the applications employees may be using that aren’t
officially sanctioned by organization IT departments. Excluding these sources can leave
major gaps in investigation data sets.



Scalability – Finally, the industry must continuously evolve to meet the demands of the
ever-increasing data footprints of today’s organizations.
14

Analytics
Finally, while technology advances have assisted with the collection and preparation of
the increased data volumes seen in recent years, analytics have been used to help consume this
information in an efficient manner. The most common type of analytics used in Discovery
matters is often referred to as Technology Assisted Review, or TAR which aims to predict
whether a document is relevant or not. The ultimate goal is to build a model that gives reviewers
confidence that additional documents reviewed will most likely not be responsive. There are
typically 2 agreed upon types of models – TAR 1.0 which is supervised and TAR 2.0 which is
unsupervised, or as it is more commonly known in the industry as “Continuously Active
Learning.” This can also be referred to as “predictive coding.”
TAR is one of the simplest use cases for text mining because relevance, or
responsiveness, is typically a broad concept based on if documents are related or not. The
criteria are not often overly complex, so it provides a simple use case to provide a well-trained
model. For example, in one of my recent matters we have been able to reduce the volume of
documents needed for review by 99.8%. This leads to a significant cost savings since documents
are typically reviewed by attorneys.
In addition to predictive coding, we also use the types of analytics below to streamline
review:


Communication analysis - Displays complete networks of communication based off email
metadata and allows users to filter by person, domain, CC, BCC, etc.
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Clustering - Visually organizes the data set based on conceptual similarity and allows users
to navigate the clusters like a map, quickly identifying neighborhoods of related documents
vs. one document at a time



Concept searching - Automatically expands terms, phrases, paragraphs, or even entire
documents to reveal related concepts that may have been previously unknown to the user



Term expansion/ optimization - Allows users to type in a term or list of terms and returns
other terms closely related to those within the data set



Textual near duplicate analysis - Identifies textually similar documents and groups them
together; frequently used to assist in organizing the review process and increasing speed and
consistency of review



Email threading - Gathers an original email and all subsequent replies and forwards
pertaining to that original email and determines which emails are inclusive (contain unique
content not included in any other email); can be used to organize review or reduce review by
nominating only the most inclusive email thread for review



Language identification - Examines the extracted text of each document to determine the
primary language and up to two secondary languages present

1.2 Research Aims, Objectives, and Questions
Given the lack of research regarding both RPA and Lean Six Sigma, this study will aim to
evaluate the intersection of these two topics specifically applied throughout the EDRM from data
ingestion through review.
1.2.1 Research Objectives


RO1 – To apply lean six sigma principles using the DMAIC framework to the EDRM
lifecycle as a process improvement initiative with an emphasis on RPA
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RO2 – To evaluate the effectiveness of the process improvement from a financial, speed, and
quality perspective



RO3 – To provide a methodology to efficiently transform unstructured data into a structured
state with minimal human intervention

1.2.2 Research questions
In Lean Six Sigma projects, the problem statement clarifies the situation by identifying the
problem, its severity, location and financial impact. This problem can be represented as a
general statistical problem with a fully inclusive null and alternative hypothesis where the burden
of proof is showing that improvement was really achieved:
Ho: There was no improvement to the output of the process.
Ha: There was improvement in the output of the process.

1.3 Significance
This project has two distinct areas of significance – the rise of RPA deployments and
adoptions as well as the rising pressure to reduce legal costs.
1.3.1 RPA Adoption
According to Gartner, RPA ecosystem was the fastest-growing segment of the global
enterprise software market in 2018. It is no surprise given that according to Automation
Anywhere, employees spend 10%-25% of their time on repetitive computer tasks and that a
typical rules-based process can be 70%-80% automated (Automation Anywhere). Although
RPA can be a significant enabler to drive innovation, organizations risk burdening IT resources
if inefficient processes are automated. While an organization may have the resources to handle a
process that takes a human ~30 minutes to complete, the same infrastructure may become over17

burdened if it is automated to be performed every 30 seconds. Additionally, if a process is errorprone, those defects will be exacerbated by a process that is automated to be repeated. It is
always better to eliminate unnecessary steps than to automate them.
1.3.2 eDiscovery Costs and Legal Pressure
In January 2021, EY together with the Harvard Law School Center on the Legal Profession
conducted 2,000 interviews within law departments to better understand the opportunities and
challenges (Ernst & Young, 2021). One of the insights driven from the survey: Workloads are
increasing faster than budgets meanwhile law departments are planning to even more
ambitiously cut costs. The survey found that General Counsel expect workloads to increase
roughly by 25% over the next three years and sadly 75% of these same respondents don’t expect
budgets to keep pace. Interestingly enough, this same survey also identified that C-suite
executives are not supportive of critical investments in legal technology and process
improvements, despite many of these cost reductions forcing operational change. General
Counsel, on the other hand, report that increased use of technology offers the greatest
opportunity for cost savings but they face challenges securing budget for technology and process
improvement from the C-suite.
1.4 Limitations
This project has defined its limitations into four categories: scope, research methodology,
resources, and applicability.
1.

Scope: This research is focused on the ingestion, transformation, and export of
unstructured data for eDiscovery purposes. It does not include research into other
methods of accelerating the EDRM lifecycle including Early Case Assessment
(ECA) which filters data prior to review promotion or Technology Assisted
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Review (TAR) which uses text analytics to limit the review of non-responsive
documents.
2.

Research methodology: This project could be criticized for oversimplifying the
EDRM by operating under the assumption that the data to be processed will be
processed as expected using the available tools.

3.

Resources: This research is limited to processing through approximately one
petabyte of data and limited in terms of manual review of individual files.

4.

Applicability: This research is limited in focus to a process specific to
unstructured data that is only reviewed for relevance.

1.5 Structure
The praxis aims to describe the phases of the research and report the research findings in the
chapters: Introduction, Literature review, Methodology, Results, and Conclusions. This
introduction aims to provide a brief background about the problem that justify the study and its
significance. The literature review found in chapter two includes an overview RPA and
specifically discusses references in the literature to Lean Six Sigma, unstructured data, and
references to the legal industry. Chapter three includes the research methodology including
project selection and analysis methods, primarily the Lean Six Sigma DMAIC framework.
Chapter four includes the results of this analysis including control charts and factor analysis to
measure the financial, speed, and quality benefits of this initiative. Finally, the conclusions in
chapter five include observations of impact and potential for further research.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Outline
This literature review begins by providing background into Robotic Process Automation
including its definition and background. It then explores RPA and unstructured data, RPA and
Lean Six Sigma, and published case studies including a deeper dive into the legal industry.
Finally, the review concludes with the assertion that based on available publications this praxis is
timely and relevant to both academia and the industry.
2.2 RPA Definition and Background
RPA is an umbrella term for tools that operate on the interface of computer systems and
applications in the way a human would do. RPA aims to replace people by automation done in an
“outside-in’’ manner on manual, repetitive tasks (van der Aalst, 2018). Gartner defines RPA as
“a productivity tool that allows a user to configure one or more scripts (which some vendors
refer to as “bots”) to activate specific keystrokes in an automated fashion. The result is that the
bots can be used to mimic or emulate selected tasks (transaction steps) within an overall business
or IT process. These may include manipulating data, passing data to and from different
applications, triggering responses, or executing transactions. RPA uses a combination of user
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interface interaction and descriptor technologies. The scripts can overlay on one or more
software applications.” (Gartner, 2021)
Precursors to RPA include screen scrapers, workflow automation and management tools,
and Artificial Intelligence (AI). The term can first be traced back to the early 2000s but leading
companies including UiPath, Automation Anywhere, and Blue Prism, began gaining traction
around 2013. According to Gartner, by 2018 RPA platforms make up the largest growth in
software development companies. Anagnoste takes the adoption one step further and claims we
are in the midst of the “Robots Revolution.” (Anagnoste, 2017)
2.3 RPA and Unstructured Data
In 2018, Gartner published an article titled “Beyond Tactical RPA: Planning a Strategic
Automation Roadmap that Leads to Long-Term Value.” (Gartner, 2018) The report explicitly
states “processes with unstructured data are not suitable for most RPA tools.” It then elaborates
with its first guideline of forming an automation roadmap that the processes for consideration
should have structured digitalized data. In 2021, Gartner has stuck to its assessment that RPA is
best suited for structured data. (Gartner, 2021).
The academic publications align with Gartner’s recommendations. In 2019, Syed et. Al
asserts that a “major constraint for successful RPA deployment is the mandatory requirement for
structured data.” (Rehan Syeda, 2019) Within this literature review, 27 different academic
articles were reviewed which directly asserted either the need for data to be structured or
specifically claimed that unstructured data was not a candidate for automation. These references
are included in Table 1: References to Structured Data Requirement within Literature. Other
publications, including the Institute for Robotic Process Automation claim that the handling of
unstructured data is “futuristic.” (IRPAAI 2021)
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Table 1: References to Structured Data Requirement within Literature

Year
Title
2016 Robotic process automation at telefónica O2
Turning robotic process automation into commercial success - Case
2016 OpusCapita
Automation of a business process using robotic process automation
2017 (RPA): A case study
Resolving tussles in service automation deployments: Service
2017 automation at Blue Cross Blue Shield North Carolina (BCBSNC)
Robotic Automation Process - The next major revolution in terms of
2017 back office operations improvement
Robotic process automation: Strategic transformation lever for global
2017 business services?
Software bots -The next frontier for shared services and functional
2017 excellence
A new season in the risk landscape: Connecting the advancement in
technology with changes in customer behaviour to enhance the way
2018 risk is measured and managed
Apply RPA (Robotic Process Automation) in Semiconductor Smart
2018 Manufacturing
Artificial intelligence in clinical development and regulatory affairs –
2018 Preparing for the future
2018 Artificial intelligence in smart tourism: A conceptual framework
2018 Automation in recruitment: a new frontier
2018 Delineated Analysis of Robotic Process Automation Tools
How do machine learning, robotic process automation, and
blockchains affect the human factor in business process
2018 management?
How OpusCapita used internal RPA capabilities to offer services to
2018 clients
How to choose between robotic process automation and back-end
2018 system automation?
Identifying candidate tasks for robotic process automation in textual
2018 process descriptions
Innovation in Pharmacovigilance: Use of Artificial Intelligence in
2018 Adverse Event Case Processing
Minimal effort requirements engineering for robotic process
2018 automation with test driven development and screen recording
Multi-Perspective process model discovery for robotic process
2018 automation
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Year
Title
2018 Process mining and Robotic process automation: A perfect match
Robotic Automation Process - The operating system for the digital
2018 enterprise
Robotic process automation - Creating value by digitalizing work in
2018 the private healthcare?
2018 SNS Door Phone as Robotic Process Automation
2018 Survey of Drones for Agriculture Automation from Planting to Harvest
2018 The key factors affecting RPA-business alignment
Towards a Process Analysis Approach to Adopt Robotic Process
2018 Automation

2.4 RPA and Lean Six Sigma
Lean Six Sigma principles are an established framework within the literature so for the
purpose of this literature review, only works that mentioned both RPA and Lean Six Sigma were
reviewed. Within the academic publications, only 3 academic publications were identified that
mentioned both Lean Six Sigma and RPA. Anagnoste mentions the “need for future
improvement in the area of multi-tenancy, context awareness, adherence to supporting
methodology (e.g. Six Sigma)." (Anagnoste 2017) Forrester also notes the overlap between
departments focused on Lean Six Sigma and automation (Forrester 2021). No case studies were
identified that highlighted successful deployments of RPA together with the Lean Six Sigma
framework.
2.5 RPA Case Studies
In addition to the workflow functionality, a review was also done of published case studies.
Current research indicates a focus on back-office activities and specific industries including
healthcare, banking, and insurance (Deloitte 2017). Published academic case studies include:


OpusCapita’s deployment in the Purchase-to-Pay and Order-to-Cash, also known as
Quote-to-Cash, processes (OpusCapita 2016)
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Recruitment process and the Human Resource Management Services (Gupta 2018)



HR and Global business service operations (Wilcocks 2017)



Blue Cross Blue Shield’s development of a dedicated automation team (Dunlap (2017)



The processing of adverse event reports by a pharmaceutical company (Schmider 2019)



Shared Services’ software bots and a focus on centralization (Wilcocks 2021)



The tourism industry’s development of “smart destinations” (Tsaih 2018)



Applications in the IT sector (Isaac 2018)



A smart door phone that sends user alerts (Koboyashi 2018)



The strategic deployment of drones for agriculture automation from planting to harvest
(Kulbacki 2018)



Remote control of equipment in semiconductor manufacturing (Lin 2018)

In the legal industry, there are references for the potential for RPA but little mention of
successful deployments. Forbes asserts that while law firms are strong candidates to benefit
from RPA most have “barely scratched the surface in exploiting the potential of RPA.” (Bhutta,
2020) Exigent published eDiscovery as a potential for automation in May 2020 (Exigent, 2020).
Unsurprisingly, the earliest reference to RPA in the eDiscovery industry identified belongs to the
author and is an innovation award submission from September 2018 (Relativity, 2018).
Specific to eDiscovery, Nelson Mullins introduces Lean Six Sigma and how eDiscovery can
benefit from it but without supporting implementation. (Encompass Contributor, 2017)
Evergreen Editions publishes Lean Six Sigma but with the focus on quality of review, not
gaining efficiencies in the flow of data. (Blair, 2011) In 2018, TCDI summarizes this author’s
feelings by declaring “Yes, everyone throws around the terms LSS, lean, Six Sigma and
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DMAIC, but it seems most people can’t be bothered to really use it. This is a big mistake.”
(TCDI, 2018)
2.6 Conclusion
Based on the identified literature, there appears to be an opportunity to fill a gap in the
research by applying Lean Six Sigma principles to RPA initiatives. Furthermore, it is exciting to
provide an alternative solution to the publications that cite the need for data to be structured to be
a candidate for an RPA solution.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
3.1 Outline
This Praxis is the culmination of the engineering principles learned within SMU’s
Operations Research and Engineering Management department (formerly known as Engineering
Management and Information Systems) applied to a real-world problem identified within
industry - specifically within Ernst & Young’s Forensics practice. This chapter discusses the
research methodology and aims to provide an overview of how the research was conducted and
providing the steps and procedures to address the hypothesis to provide proof of process
improvement. This chapter begins with project selection and analysis methods. From there, this
report provides a deeper dive into the steps of the Lean Six Sigma DMAIC framework which
provided the foundation for the process improvement initiative. Finally, this chapter describes
the analytical methods determined to provide the results within the next chapter.
3.2 Project Selection
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) defines eight domains of
engineering management through its Book Committee’s 2010 “Guide to the Engineering
Management Body of Knowledge.” (ASME Book Committee, 2010) These eight domains
include:


Domain 1: Market Research, Assessment and Forecasting – This domain describes
the processes and activities involved in conducting market research which includes an
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overview of the market analysis process and provides guidance for making
recommendations and communicating the results of the study to nonmarketing personnel.
Environmental scanning techniques presented include benchmarking practices and
processes, business forecasting methods, risk analysis strategies and trend analysis
techniques.


Domain 2: Strategic Planning and Change Management – This domain addresses the
internal and external processes used to bring a new product or technology to market and
includes methods for planning and implementing new technologies in new global
destinations. Knowledge of sources available to conduct competitive intelligence will
assist engineering managers in making appropriate recommendations and crafting plans
to ensure the new technology being introduced will capture the desired share of the new
market.



Domain 3: Product, Service and Process Development – This domain begins by
identifying the appropriate engineering disciplines involved in product development and
discusses how to apply various disciplines to interpreting research findings and
development results. A complete section concerning manufacturability of a product
provides knowledge of pilot production and feedback processes, product feasibility
planning, assembly and disassembly procedures, Kaizan and Lean production techniques.
It also includes quality analysis techniques such as Total Quality Management (TQM)
and Six Sigma.



Domain 4: Engineering Projects and Process Management – This domain includes
techniques involved with establishing financial resource requirements, making financial
projections, developing a budget and measuring return on investment for the product
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production project. This includes project management fundamentals, project management
planning and control concepts, scheduling and budgeting practices and assessment of
legal liabilities.


Domain 5: Financial Resource Management – This domain includes procurement and
contract procedures and techniques for proper documentation of contracts including
Uniform Contract Format (UCF). It also includes discussion of project funding,
proposals, and budgeting and cash flow management techniques.



Domain 6: Marketing, Sales and Communications Management – This domain
discusses marketing practices and sales and advertising plans, including methods to
reliably measure and improve customer satisfaction ratings are presented.



Domain 7: Leadership and Organizational Management – This domain examines the
management styles and organizational structures most conducive to managing
professionals, including engineers, whose primary labor is intellectual (as opposed to
manual). Areas of focus include: management systems, organization structure, people
orientation, and the internal and external business environments they operate in.



Domain 8: Professional Responsibility, Ethics and Legal Issues – This domain aims to
provide an understanding and application of regulatory requirements, codes and standards
including methods for communicating such standards.

In its totality, the Guide offers a comprehensive view of the roles and responsibilities that an
engineering manager assumes from the cradle to the grave in the engineering production process.
Figure 9 provides a more comprehensive breakdown of the 8 Domains of Engineering
Management.
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Figure 9: EMBOK's 8 Domains of Engineering Management

As a process improvement initiative, this research falls under the EMBOK’s third
domain: Product, Service and Process Development which specifically includes Six Sigma. It
should be noted that as a Six Sigma project, particularly in the define and control phases, there
are aspects of change management which would fall under the EMBOK’s second domain –
Strategic Planning and Change Management.
3.3 Research Methodologies
3.3.1 Lean Six Sigma Methodologies
Lean Six Sigma has two primary frameworks DMAIC and DMADV, depending on if the
initiative is focused on improving an existing process or designing a new process. Their steps
are summarized in Table 2: Lean Six Sigma Frameworks (Purdue University, 2021).
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Table 2: Lean Six Sigma Frameworks

DMAIC (Existing Processes)
Define - Define the problem, output to be

DMADV (New Processes)
Define - Define the process and design goals.

improved, customers, and process associated
with the problem.
Measure - Collect data from the process to

Measure - Measure and identify critical-to-

establish a baseline for the improvements.

quality characteristics of the product, service
or process. This includes risk and production
capabilities.

Analyze - Analyze the data to find the root

Analyze - Analyze the data to find the best

causes of defects.

design.

Improve - Develop, test, and implement

Design - Design and test the product, service

solutions to improve the process.

or process.

Control - Implement process controls to

Verify - Ensure that the design output meets

sustain the improvements.

the design input requirements (verification)
and that the designed product performs
satisfactorily under real or simulated
conditions of intended use (validation).

In addition to DMAIC and DMADV, there is also a less common method known as DMADVO
which adds the additional step for Optimization after the DMADV process that recognizes the
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need to optimize design after implementation. Because this research focuses on improving an
existing process, it follows the DMAIC framework as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: DMAIC Framework

3.3.2 Statistical and Data Analysis Methods
While Lean Six Sigma’s DMAIC framework provides the methodology for the actual
process improvement, additional statistical analysis methods are used to measure the results
found in Chapter 4 to test the hypothesis. In addition to defining the 8 Domains of Engineering
Management, the EMBOK also provides a framework for seven research methods within
Engineering Management, defined in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: EMBOK's Research Methods

3.4 Define Phase
3.4.1 Define Phase Overview
The Define Phase is the first phase of the Lean Six Sigma DMAIC improvement process and
aims to answer the question “What problem are you trying to solve?” As introduced in the first
chapter, the main objective of the define phase is to clearly articulate and refine the problem
statement of the initiative. By the end of this phase, teams should be able to answer the
questions below:


Who is your customer and what do they want?



What is the problem you are trying to solve (or pain point)?
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What is the main measure of success?



Does this solution already exist elsewhere within the organization?



What are team roles and responsibilities?



What is the high-level process?

3.4.2 Project Charter
The Project charter is typically the first step of a Lean Six Sigma project. It outlines the
process improvement initiative for both the team and project leadership and should be
continuously updated throughout the project. Project Charters can vary by organization, but
typically include a Problem Statement, Business Case, Goal Statement, Timeline, Scope, and
Team Members. Figure 12 shows the Project Charter for this initiative which uses EY’s
template. This charter also includes business measures, risks, and deliverables.

Figure 12: Project Charter
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3.4.3 Customer Requirements
In order to address customer requirements, we must first identify who the customers are.
Customers can be external or internal. For this initiative, three different clients with separate
motivations were identified: our external clients who need their data processed and available for
review, our internal Project Managers who are responsible for coordinating with our external
clients, and finally our internal practice leadership who are focused on improving margin to keep
our practice sustainable.
In order to meet customer needs, Lean Six Sigma projects rely on a variety of tools
collectively referred to as VOC which stands for Voice of the Customer. Traditionally, VOC
tools aim to help Lean Six Sigma teams identify Critical Customer Requirements also known as
CTQs. For this project, the four questions below were answered for each of the three customers:


Customer: Who is the customer?



VOC: What does the customer want from us?



Key Customer Issues: What does the customer want from us?



CTQ: Summarize key issues and translate them into specific and measurable
requirements.

As part of the VOC tools, some project teams may consider using a VOC translation matrix
which helps translate customer comments into CTQs. Additionally, some teams may also
consider using a VOC tree map which provides a methodology for breaking down general
requirements into specific, measurable requirements. An example of a VOC Tree Diagram is
given in Figure 13 which was developed by the organization GO Lean Six Sigma (GO Lean Six
Sigma, n.d.).
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Voice of the Customer (VOC) Tree Diagram
Use Tree Diagram to Work From General to Specific Measureable Requirements

Process
Problem

Figure 13: VOC Tree Diagram (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)
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3.4.4 Measure Phase Summary
Table 3 summarizes the EY Methodology used for the Define Phase of Lean Six Sigma projects.

Table 3: EY Define Phase Methodology Summary

Lean Six Sigma also has other sets of tools to enable project teams throughout the Define
Phase. The first example is an A3 report which is a one-page report on the background and
current state of a project. Figure 14 is an example of a template that project teams can use to
develop an A3 report.
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Figure 14: A3 Report Sample Template (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)

Some teams may also find it useful to define a communication plan that defines
stakeholders, their objectives, message content, delivery method, frequency, and target dates.
Figure 15 provides an example of what teams can use to track their communication plans. For
this project, communications and deadlines were tracked using Microsoft Outlook and a shared
team calendar.
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Figure 15: Example Communication Plan (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)

Teams may also find it helpful to document any perceived constraints and their
corresponding assumptions as well as have a more structured way to define their goal statement.
Figure 16 provides a sample template for defining constraints and assumptions; Figure 17
provides a methodology for defining a goal statement including the various parts of speech.
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Figure 16: Constraints & Assumptions Template (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)
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Figure 17: Goal Statement Builder (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)

During the Define Phase especially, teams will have many meetings and interviews as
they coordinate with the various stakeholders. Tools can include a template for stakeholder
analysis, team meeting agenda, meeting evaluation, and status report. Examples of each of these
can be found in Figure 18, Figure 19, Figure 20, and Figure 21.
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Figure 18: Stakeholder Analysis Template (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)
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Figure 19: Team Meeting Agenda Sample (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)
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Figure 20: Meeting Evaluation Template (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)
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Figure 21: Status Report Template (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)

To further assess how stakeholders may be impacted by the initiative, project teams may
decide to define a RACI matrix to establish who is responsible, accountable, consulted, and
informed for each task. They may also decide to develop a relationship map. An example of a
relationship map can be seen in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: Relationship Map Example (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)

Finally, teams may find it helpful to prepare a spaghetti map, a SIPOC, or develop a
Threats and Opportunities Matrix. A SIPOC diagram maps out processes using the framework
of Suppliers, Inputs, Processes, Outputs, and Customers. Alternatively, a spaghetti map is
focused on mapping the movement of workers during the completion of a process. An example
of a spaghetti map can be found in Figure 23 and an example of a Threats and Opportunities
Matrix can be found in Figure 24.
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Figure 23: Spaghetti Map (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)
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Threats & Opportunities Matrix
Project Objective:
Project Sponsor:
Project Stakeholder:

Threats

Opportunities

If We Don't Do Something

If We Do Take Action

Short Term
(Less Than 6
Months)

Long Term
(More Than 6
Months)

Figure 24: Threats & Opportunities Matrix (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)
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3.5 Measure Phase
3.5.1 Measure Phase Overview
The measure phase is designed to capture the current state of the problem and quantity
the current process or system’s performance. In other words, it answers the questions “How
does the process currently perform?” as well as “What is the magnitude of the problem?”
Although Measure is its own dedicated phase of Lean Six Sigma projects, appropriately
measuring data and progress is both crucial and critical throughout the life of not only the
process improvement initiative but the on-going process once it is in a sustainable, optimized
state.
As teams collect data, it is important to focus on what the different customers identified
during the Define phase care about. Typically, this results in two focus areas – reducing leadtime and improving quality. In this particular project, emphasis was also placed on reducing
costs, which is tied to lead-time.
In summary, the main objective of the measure phase is to collect data that can measure
the problem so that there is a starting baseline that will be particularly necessary for the Improve
phase. This phase focuses not only on collecting data, measuring historical performance, and
arguable most excitingly beginning to identify waste. In short, the measure phase answers the
question “How do you know it’s a problem?” and results in the following deliverables:


Detailed process “swimlane” map showing tasks, owners, and initial observations on
waste



Data collection plan and collected data



Results of Measurement system analysis to validate collected data
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Graphical analysis of data to visualize historical performance and trends



Process capability and sigma baseline

3.5.2 Swimlane Map
A swimlane map is an illustration of a process broken down into “swimlanes” for each
different owner of a process step. A swimlane map was created for the new case setup, data
processing, and post-migration workflows. Figure 25 shows the swimlane created for the new
case setup process. Red stars indicate initial observations of waste identified in the current
process.

Figure 25: New Case Setup Swimlane
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The swimlane process map is designed to visually show the inputs, actions, and outputs
of a process clearly defined by responsible resource. It should clearly indicate the relationship
between inputs (X) and outputs (Y) as well as the CTQ factors in the process. It provides an
opportunity to identify waste in the process as well as the critical path.
In addition to swimlane process maps, some Lean Six Sigma projects elect to perform
value stream mapping which provides a visualization of value across the organization or
enterprise. It provides the transformation of raw materials into the final product available for
customers. Because this project does not use raw materials, it was deemed out of scope for this
initiative. Additionally, spaghetti diagrams, or spaghetti charts, map distances travelled by
people and materials. This type of analysis was also not applicable to this initiative.
3.5.3 Data Collection Plan
A Data Collection plan is designed to achieve context for the data that will be analyzed.
As part of the plan, the data collection goals should be identified as well as operational
definitions. It can also include a sampling plan and should include a validation plan. It can
reference a data collection form as well as a data collection check sheet. An example of a data
collection plan can be found in Figure 26.
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Figure 26: Sample Data Collection Plan (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)

For this project, three different sets of data were collected and subsequently analyzed:
1. Time Entry Data – The primary objective of collecting and analyzing this data set was
to measure the costs associated with the process.
2. Workflow Tool – This dataset tracks various requests including when they were received
and when they were released to the client. Each request receives a unique identifier
which is referenced in the description of the time entry data.
3. Matter Databases – Finally, individual matter databases were analyzed to identify when
certain activities were completed and if the appropriate quality measures were achieved.
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Together, these three data sources help analyze all three objectives for this project – quality,
speed, and cost.
3.5.4 Historical Performance
To analyze historical performance, histograms were used for each process and for each
data source. Figure 27 shows the histogram created for new case setup time.

Case Setup Time
7
6

Frequency

5
4
3
2
1
0
0.60

1.23

1.85

2.48

3.10

3.73

4.35

Hours

Figure 27: New Case Setup Time Histogram

Chapter 4: Results provides additional details comparing the baseline metrics identified in this
phase to the final results of the program. Additional data visualizations could include control
charts, frequency plots, box plots, main effects plots, scatter plots, and pareto charts. Because
this process was immediately recognized as an opportunity for automation, the visualizations
described were not prepared to justify and measure the baseline problem.
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3.5.5 Sigma Baseline
Lean Six Sigma projects are defined by measuring defects per million opportunities. To
be compliant with Lean Six Sigma, there need to be fewer than 3.4 defects per million
opportunities (DPMO). Defects for this project were defined as requests that did not complete
within the Service Level Agreement (SLA) time which can result in the engagement team facing
a financial penalty. Fortunately, this project did not have any missed SLAs for the year prior to
the initiative beginning so the project was already considered to have met the quality threshold.
While this may imply that a Lean Six Sigma project could be a wasted effort for this
initiative, it is important to note that the sigma level only measures defects and does not indicate
costs. This initiative is a good example of a project that while it had appropriate quality
measures and compliance, it was not financially viable to continue operating at the current costs.
We will explore the financial impact further in chapter 4.
3.5.6 Measure Phase Summary
As discussed, the Measure Phase aims to answer the question “How do you know it’s a
problem?” Figure 28 summarizes EY’s requirements for this phase.
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Figure 28: Measure Phase EY Requirements

Additional Lean Six Sigma Tools could include the following:


Check Sheet – A check Sheet systematically collects data and its frequency of
occurrence, particularly defects, in a simple tally sheet. An example of a check sheet can
be found in Figure 29.
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Figure 29: Sample Check Sheet (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)



Cost of Poor Quality (COPQ) Calculator – It can also be helpful to quantify the cost of
defects throughout a process and in particular examine prevention, appraisal, and failure
costs. Failure costs could include both internal and external failures.



Efficiency & Effectiveness Matrix – These matrices map input, process, and output
measures to their effectiveness and efficiency. An example can be found in.
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Figure 30: Sample Efficiency & Effectiveness Matrix (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)
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Matching X&Y Measures – This template maps which X input processes impact each Y
output measure. This type of report assists in determining which datasets are relevant to
initiatives and are helpful in performing root cause analysis. Figure 31 below provides a
sample of what this type of matrix can look like.

Figure 31: Matching X & Y Measures (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)

3.6 Analyze Phase
3.6.1 Analyze Phase Overview
The Analyze phase aims to use the data collected during the Measure phase to identify
the root cause of the problem identified during the Define phase. It is critical during the analyze
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phase to identify the true root causes and not just straight to forming solutions which can waste
time, consume resources, create more variation, and even cause new problems. The main
objective of this phase is to identify the root cause of problems including inefficiencies, quality
concerns, and also opportunities for improvement. Said simply, the analyze phase answers the
question “What is the root cause?”
3.6.2 Waste Analysis
Different Lean Six Sigma resources define different categories of waste but can typically
be rolled up under the “3M:” Muda (waste), Muri (overburden), and Mura (unevenness)
(Hessing, Classic Wastes, n.d.). At EY, the acronym DOWNTIME is used to examine the
different types of waste. Figure 32 shows the DOWNTIME categories and definitions.

Figure 32: Types of Waste: DOWNTIME

The following types of waste were identified for this project:
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Defects – Because there are so many repetitive, manual tasks, the process is open to
human error specifically in the privilege screen creation and permission group creation
and application.



Over-production – NA: Requests are only worked on once initiated by the client.



Waiting – There is lost time in the hand offs between teams – an estimated ~12 hours
throughout the process.



Not Utilizing Talent – The tasks are necessary, however mindless. They are primed for
automation to allow labor to work on more stimulating and rewarding tasks.



Transportation – The process has unnecessary handoffs which allow more room for
typos/misinformation to be passed along.



Inventory Excess – NA: Only the necessary steps are performed.



Motion Waste – While there isn’t waste per se, the process does require lots of manual
clicks which are prime for automation.



Excessive Processing – NA: Only the necessary steps are performed.

3.6.3 Cause Identification
Lean Six Sigma has several different tools to help identify causes for the waste identified
during the waste analysis:


Brainstorming: While the most simplistic tool, brainstorming can be one of the most
efficient for quickly gathering multiple ideas. For this initiative in particular, the areas
that came to mind during brainstorming were the areas ripe for automation.



5 Whys: The “5 Whys” are exactly what they sound like – asking a question of why
waste exists, asking why that is, and repeating 3 more times with the goal to identify the
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true root cause of the problem. This exercise was completed repeatedly throughout the
process.


Fishbone Diagram: A fishbown diagram is a type of diagram designed to visualize
causes and effects, an example of which can be found in Figure 33 (Hessing, Cause and
Effect Diagram (aka Ishikawa, Fishbone), n.d.). A fishbone diagram was not prepared
for this initiative.

Figure 33: Fishbone Diagram (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)



Fault Tree Diagram: A Fault Tree Diagram is a graphical tool to perform Fault Tree
Analysis (FTA). Fault Tree Analysis is designed to visualize various level of
components to identify the appropriate level of failures and can be seen in Figure 34. A
Fault Tree Diagram was deemed unnecessary for this initiative since it is a linear process
without individual components.
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Figure 34: Fault Tree Diagram (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)



Affinity Diagram (K-J Method): An affinity diagram, also known as the K-J Method, is
helpful to use with unfamiliar problemd. Because this project was intimately familiar, an
affinity diagram was deemed unnecessary.



Tree Diagram: Similar to the Fault Tree Diagram, a tree diagram is useful to break down
complex processes into smaller parts. While not prepared for this project, it would be
helpful for other automation initiatives to eventually build requirements for automated
processes.
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Interrelationship Diagram: An interrelationship digraph, also known as a network
diagram, ties relationships and influences between several concepts. It can identify
critical issues and key drivers of problems but was not prepared for this initiative.



Failure Mode Effects Analysis (FMEA): FMEA a tool that aims to anticipate what
might go wrong with a product or process and identify the possible causes and
probabilities of failures. Because this process does not often have failures, it was not
deemed necessary for this engagement.

3.6.4 Cause Identification
During the cause identification phase, it is often necessary to pull in statistical analysis
methods to analyze the different inputs and outputs of processing. Keeping in mind Lean Six
Sigma is designed for manufacturing processes, it is often necessary to look at the distribution of
key metrics for various components. It is necessary to understand the various distributions
including normal, lognormal, F, Chi Squared, Exponential and Student’s T for continuous
measures and binomial probability, poisson, and hypergeometric for discrete distributions.
It can also be necessary during this phase to complete at least some form of hypothesis
testing with an emphasis on design of experiments (DOE). DOE aims to find the right settings
for key process input variables via factorial designs, fractional factorial designs, Taguchi loss
function, Evolutionary Operations (EVOP), Latin Square, Graeci-Latin Square Design, or HyperGraeco-Latin Square Design. While not completed during the Analyze phase of this initiative,
these concepts will be explored further in chapter 4 when discussing the results of this initiative.
3.6.5 Analyze Phase Summary
The Analyze Phase is the first instance where the consideration of RPA becomes
necessary. For Lean Six Sigma, there is an emphasis on fixing the “problems” but with RPA,
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there is a world of opportunity that should be considered. For this initiative, it was more of an
optimization opportunity than solving a particularly troubled program. Figure 35 provides a
summary of the steps necessary for EY’s program.

Figure 35: EY Analyze Phase Summary

3.7 Improve Phase
3.7.1 Improve Phase Introduction
Now that the problem has been clearly defined and the data gathered and analyze, teams
are ready to begin identifying potential solutions to the problems identified during the analyze
phase. The Improve Phase is where the team brainstorms solutions, pilots process changes,
implements solutions and lastly, collects data to confirm there is a measurable improvement. By
the end of this phase, we should be able to answer the question “How will you fix the problem?”
For this initiative, we know at least part of the answer is RPA but we also want to determine the
way to implement, test and operationalize. Process owners are consulted, and an action plan is
circulated to relevant stakeholders as a part of the change management process.
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3.7.2 Identifying Solutions
Similar to the Analyze Phase, brainstorming and affinity diagrams can be useful to help
identify solutions. Additionally, Six Sigma promotes the themes of the 5S (sort, straighten,
shine, standardize, and sustain) when considering solutions as well as Poka-Yoke which is the
act of error-proofing a process through great design. Takt time is used to align production with
sales which is not applicable to this process since the process is only initiated after a request is
created.
For this project, a prioritization matrix was created to prioritize the steps to automate.
One of the goals of this automation initiative was to automate in a way where intermittent gains
could be achieved throughout the process.
3.7.3 Solution Finalization
Finally, it’s time to finalize which solutions will be implemented. This includes costbenefit analysis. Cost-benefit analysis with automation can be more complex than typical Return
on Investment (ROI) calculations because of the variety of benefits that automation can bring
including cost savings, quality improvements and speed improvements that can lead to higher
customer satisfaction and improved employee morale via the reduction of tedious tasks which
can hopefully improve employee retention. Further complicating matters, the different benefits
can have different importance for different stakeholders. Because of these complexities, it can
be helpful to use optimization models to prioritize which automations to implement and in which
order.
Letting xij represent a binary variable indicating if the ith automation for the jth
workstream is automated, minimizing the cost of implementing each automation can provide a
basic model for selecting each solution.
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Minimize:
𝑛

𝑚

𝑐𝑖𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑖=1𝑗=1

Subject To:
Supply (i)

:

∑𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑥𝑖𝑗 = 1 where, i = 1,2, …, n

Demand (j)

:

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖𝑗 = 1 where, j = 1,2, …, m

Cost (i,j)

:

cijxij ≥ 0 where i = 1,2,…,n and j = 1,2,…, m

While simplistic, this model has its shortcomings. Firstly, it assumes the cost for each
automation component is known. Secondly, it assumes that all automation initiatives are for an
individual component, when in actuality many components are grouped together. Finally, it
assumes cost is the only determinant when selecting the solution. For this reason, it can be more
beneficial to maximize satisfaction (variable s) with desired weights (w) amongst the
stakeholders within given constraints:
Maximize:
𝑛

𝑚

𝑤𝑗 𝑠𝑖𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑖=1𝑗=1

Subject To:
Supply (i)

:

∑𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑥𝑖𝑗 = 1 where, i = 1,2, …, n

Demand (j)

:

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖𝑗 = 1 where, j = 1,2, …, m
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Cost (i,j)

:

𝑛
∑𝑚
𝑗 = 1 ∑𝑖=1 𝑐𝑖𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝐵 1 where, j = 1,2, …, m and i

= 1,2,…,n, and B = budget
While better than the first model, the second is still simplistic in that it assumes
satisfaction can be easily calculated. This is where a data-driven organization can benefit from
having metrics available on the value of employee retention, the cost of various mistakes, etc.
For this reason, weights are introduced to allow prioritization of importance of different
stakeholders. Finally, additional constraints (such as time limitations) may be necessary and
should be considered.
3.7.4 Improve Phase Summary
For this initiative, automation was deemed to have an overwhelmingly positive ROI
because of the minimal development time partnered with the increasing demand of data to be
processed. The results of these improvements will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Figure 36
provides the details of the steps required to complete the Improve Phase in EY’s program.

Figure 36: EY Improve Phase Requirements
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Additional tools that could assist project teams in the Improve Phase could include a 5S
Manufacturing assessment, 5S transactional assessment, Cross-Training Matrix, FMEA, Idea
Funneling Guide, Implementation Plan, Pilot Checklist, Solution Selection Matrix, or Weighted
Criteria Matrix. Examples of each of these resources can be found below.

Figure 37: 5S Manufacturing Assessment Template (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)
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Figure 38: 5S Transactional Assessment Template (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)
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Figure 39: Cross-Training Matrix (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)
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Figure 40: FMEA Form (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)
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Figure 41: Idea Funneling Template (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)
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Figure 42: Impact Effort Matrix (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)
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Figure 43: Implementation Plan Template (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)
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Figure 44: Pilot Checklist (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)
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Figure 45: Solution Selection Matrix (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)
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Figure 46: Weighted Criteria Matrix (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)

3.8 Control – Maintain the Solution
Finally, we reach the control phase which aims to sustain the improvements previously
implemented. Now that the process problem is fixed and improvements are in place, the team
must facilitate proper change management to ensure that the process maintains the gains. Control
phases typically include a monitoring plan to ensure the gains are met and a response plan in
case of an adverse event. Once finalized, these plans are turned over to the appropriate
stakeholder. In short, the Control phase aims to answer the question “How do you know it will
stay fixed?”
3.8.1 Change Management
For this initiative, several aspects of change management were completed. Firstly,
documentation guides were created for the operations team including detailed step-by-step
instructions demonstrating what the automation was doing behind-the scenes. The goal was that
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every team member could use this guide in case something in the automation failed. One of the
downsides of automation can be when resources do not know how to perform tasks because they
become reliant on the automation. Secondly, stakeholders were engaged throughout the process
and several meetings were held to ensure a smooth transition. Finally, when the automation was
deployed in production, additional QC measures were put in place the first 3 weeks to ensure
there were not any surprises or unexpected mistakes.
3.8.2 Control Phase Summary
For this particular initiative, the control phase was the easiest to complete because the
teams accountable for executing the work are under my position’s domain. However, this is not
typically what I see with my clients where change management can ultimately play a bigger part
than the actual process improvement. A communication plan cannot be emphasized enough.
Figure 47 shows the EY requirements for the control phase with a clear emphasis on planning
and documentation.

Figure 47: Control Phase EY Requirements
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Other Lean Six Sigma Tools for the define phase include the following:


Control Chart – A control chart is often in the form of a decision tree that aids
stakeholders in the decision-making process to ensure the new process is followed.



Executive Summary – An executive summary is designed to provide decision-makers
easily consumable data points to understand the value of initiatives in a way that can be
easily and succinctly articulated. Figure 48 provides a template for completing an
executive summary.

Figure 48: Executive Summary Template (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)



Innovation Transfer Opportunities – This worksheet structures how changes to the
process can benefit other departments, business units, or work teams in the spirt of
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knowledge sharing. Figure 49 provides an example of this worksheet. While this
worksheet was not completed for this initiative, knowledge sharing was very important to
this team and was a top priority for leadership. This knowledge transfer happened more
in meetings than written communication and ultimately in the merging of multiple teams
and workflows.

Figure 49: Innovation Transfer Opportunities Template (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)



Monitoring – It’s important for teams to have a monitoring plan in place as well as a
response plan. Examples of both of these can be found in Figure 50 and Figure 51.
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Figure 50: Monitoring Plan Map Example (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)
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Figure 51: Monitoring and Response Plan (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)



New Procedure Audit – Figure 52 illustrates a sample of a new procedure audit which is
designed to report on adoption. It was unnecessary for this initiative since team members
did not have the option to use the former methodology.
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Figure 52: New Procedure Audit (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)

Finally, Figure 53 provides an example of a template that can be used for project closure. As
with previous resources, there is an emphasis on communication and articulating the value
including savings over time.
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Figure 53: Project Closure (GO Lean Six Sigma, n.d.)

3.9 Results Methodology
Finally, the results of this initiative were analyzed using the hypothesis-testing
procedures taught in EMIS 7377: Statistical Design and Analysis of Experiments. From
“Applied Statistics and Probability for Scientists and Engineers,” the seven steps below were
used as the hypothesis-testing methodology (Runger, 2011):
1.

Parameter of Interest: From the problem context, identify the parameter of
interest.

2.

Null Hypothesis, H0: State the null hypothesis, H0.
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3.

Alternative hypothesis, H1: Specify an appropriate alternative hypothesis, H1.

4.

Test statistic: Determine an appropriate test statistic.

5.

Reject H0 if: State the rejection criteria for the null hypothesis.

6.

Computations: Compute any necessary sample quantities, substitute these into
the equation for the test statistic, and compute that value.

7.

Draw conclusions: Decide whether or not H0 should be rejected and report that in
the problem context.

These results are discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
4.1 Outline
This chapter describes the process to assess the impact of this initiative and thus our
hypothesis. As discussed in Chapter 3, the results of this project are assessed using the
hypothesis-testing. This chapter is organized by initially providing the results of the data
exploration and analysis of our sample datasets. Next, it uses the 7 steps in the hypothesistesting methodology as defined in Chapter 3. Finally, it discusses the nuances between statistical
and practical significance and highlights the impact the initiative made.
4.2 Data Exploration
In order to properly analyze the results of our process, it is first important to understand
the datasets available. For this analysis, we have two sample sets – the time and expense data for
requests charged in November 2018 as well as in November 2020. In the legal industry, the
cycle of work can be very cyclical depending on the time of year. For that reason, it was
important to select the same month to explore between sample sets. Figure 54: Sample Data Sets
visualizes both data sets with November 2018 data shown in red and November 2020 costs
shown in blue.
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Figure 54: Sample Data Sets

Using R, Figure 55 and Figure 56 show an initial summary of the two datasets. Initial
observations include a reduction in the mean costs from $207.40 in 2018 to $95.88 in 2020.
Additionally, we see a reduction in the median from $140.60 in 2018 to $76.95 in 2020.
However, while we can immediately see a reduction in costs between the two sets, further
analysis is needed to test if the difference is statistically significant.
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Figure 55: November 2018 Data Summary

Figure 56: November 2020 Data Summary

4.2.1 Data Cleansing
With any data analysis, including statistical analysis, it is important to analyze and
validate data sets to ensure that outliers don’t skew results. To begin this analysis, we prepared a
histogram using R to see if we could visually detect any outliers in both the 2018 and 2020
datasets.
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Figure 57: November 2018 Cost Histogram

Figure 57 visualizes are data from the 2018 dataset and shows that we have 4 requests
that appear to be outliers. We confirm this in Figure 58 by using R to create a boxplot of the
same dataset which identifies the same 4 data points as outliers.
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Figure 58: 2018 Cost Box Plot

After removing these outliers, the median cost is reduced from $140.60 to $136.80 in
addition to the mean reducing from $207.40 to $162.40. This is calculated using the summary
function in R which is provided in Figure 59.

Figure 59: November 2018 Clean Data Summary
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Repeating the same process for the 2020 dataset, the histogram in Figure 60 also appears
to have an outlier which we confirm in the boxplot in Figure 61.

Figure 60: November 2020 Cost Histogram
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Figure 61: November 2020 Box Plot

After removing these outliers, we summarize the dataset in R again in Figure 62. Using
these results, we can see the mean cost reduce from $95.88 to $82.49. The remaining testing
below was performed against the sample sets less the outliers identified in this analysis.

Figure 62: November 2020 Clean Dataset Summary
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4.3 Parameter of Interest and Hypothesis
While we have discussed the various benefits of RPA throughout this report, we have
designed this experiment to use cost as the parameter of interest. For this analysis, we will study
cost as the number of hours charged multiplied by the resource’s hourly rate. In actuality, there
are IT costs associated with this work, but they are fixed and not affected by this initiative.
As discussed in Chapter 1, we can represent this practical problem as a general statistical
problem with a fully inclusive null and alternative hypothesis where the burden of proof is
showing that improvement was really achieved:
Ho: There was no improvement to the output of the process.
Ha: There was improvement in the output of the process.
4.4 Test Statistic
In statistics, there are both parametric and non-parametric tests. Parametric tests perform
analysis on the mean of sample sets and non-parametric tests are performed on the median value
of sample sets. Parametric tests include the 1-Sample T-Test, 2-Sample T-Test, One-Way
ANOVA, and MANOVA analysis. 1-Sample T-tests are designed to test how a sample
compares to the whole group, 2-Sample T-tests are designed to test 2 samples against each other,
ANOVA test compare 3 or more samples, and, finally, MANOVA analysis compares 3 or more
samples against multiple variables. Non-parametric tests perform similar tests as the parametric
tests while using the median values. Table 4 shows each parametric test and its corresponding
non-parametric test(s).
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Table 4: Parametric and Non-Parametric Tests

Because we have 2 sample sets and are not comparing multiple variables, the appropriate
parametric test would be the 2-Sample T-test and the corresponding non-parametric test is the
Mann-Whitney test. Because parametric tests typically hold more statistical power than
nonparametric tests, we will use the 2-sample T-test to test our hypothesis. It is important to
note that T-tests assume that the data follows a normal distribution. However, the central limit
theorem states that if a sample size is large enough, it can be assumed that the population follows
a normal distribution. It is generally accepted that a sample size of 30 members is large enough
for the central limit theorem. While both of our sample sets have a sample size of more than 30
data points, Figure 63 and Figure 64 provide a visualization of how our sample sets fit within a
normal distribution.
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Figure 63: 2018 Data Quantile-Quantile (QQ) Plot
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Figure 64: 2020 Data Quantile-Quantile (QQ) Plot

While Figure 63 appears to show that the 2018 sample data set is normally distributed, a
Shapiro-Wilk’s test was performed in R that returned a W value of 0.92047 and a p score of
0.01471. Similarly, the 2020 dataset was calculated to have a 0.003184 p score which we can
see visualized in the histograms in Figure 65 and Figure 66 which we would expect to follow
more of a bell-curve if normally distributed.
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Figure 65: November 2018 Costs Less Outliers
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Figure 66: November 2020 Costs Less Outliers

Because both of our sample sets have more than 30 data points and the T-test holds more
power, we will still rely on the 2-Sample T-test as our test statistic. However, we will also
perform the corresponding Mann-Whitney non-parametric test to further validate our results in
section 4.8.
4.5 Rejection Criteria
Because we are testing that the new process is cheaper than the original, this is a lowertailed test and thus, we reject H0 if z0 > za/2 and we fail to reject H0 if - za/2 ≤ z0 ≤ za/2.
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4.6 Computations
It should be noted that the different types of T-tests have different equations to calculate
the T-value. The equations below are specific to the 2-Sample T-test.

Using R, the t-value was calculated to be 4.872 with a p-value of 6.22 x 10-6.
4.7 Conclusion
Using the p-value calculated in section 4.6, we can assume there is a less than 0.01%
chance that the reduction in cost is due to a statistical error and we can therefore reject the null
hypothesis that there is no improvement to the process. While these measures allow us to
conclude there is a statistically significant improvement in the process, it is more impactful to
understand the practical significance or “engineering significance” as the text denotes it. We
will discuss this further in section 4.9.
4.8 Mann-Whitney Test
The Mann-Whitney Test, also known as the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, is designed to
address if the probability of one sample exceeding a second sample is equal to the probability of
the second sample exceeding the first. It can be calculated using the equation below:
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For our datasets, the p-value is calculated to be 1.828 x 10-6 which means there is less
than a 0.01% chance that the difference in means of the 2 sample sets is due to statistical error.
4.9 Engineering Significance
While statistical significance can show a change between two datasets, the text refers to
what is called “engineering significance” to refer to the significance a statistical difference has
on operations. This section provides more details on the actual benefits realized through this
initiative.
In addition to the reduction in cost from the direct labor resources, we were also able to
realize an additional reduction in costs in executive oversight. From the US operations team
alone, we were able to reduce the number of Full-Time Employees (FTEs) from 15 resources,
including 6 executives with higher cost rates down to 3 FTEs by the end of 2018 which is shown
in Figure 67.
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Figure 67: Reduction in Staffing Chart

4.9.1 Financial Impact Using Time Value of Money
In 2018, a total of $2,971,170 USD in savings was recognized based on actual resource
time charged and cost rates. Using the Time Value of Money function taught in EMIS 8361 and
EMIS 8363, we can convert that to today’s dollars using the formula below:
FV = PV x [ 1 + (i / n) ] (n x t)
Where:


FV = Future value of money



PV = Present value of money



i = interest rate



n = number of compounding periods per year



t = number of years
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Using this formula and assuming an interest rate of 3% for inflation, we can calculate the 2018
savings to be equivalent to $3,246,677.68 in today’s dollars.
4.9.2 Speed Impact Using Queuing Theory
In EMIS 8372 – Queuing Theory, Little’s Law is taught to calculate the average number
of items in a queue (QueuingTheoryTextbook). This is a significant metric to have because it
can be used to understand how much hardware needs to be available to have an appropriately
sized infrastructure and IT environment. Little’s Law states L = λW, where L is equal to the
average number of items in the queue, λ is the average arrival time for items in the queue, and W
is the average amount of time the items spend in the system. Little’s Law allows us to recognize
that the amount of time items spend getting processed is directly related to the number of items
in the queue. This translates into the number of IT resources needed to manage the queue as well
as the amount of time spent in what is commonly known as “queue management.” This reduction
is illustrated in Figure 67 where the reduction in executive oversight time can be assumed is at
least in part due to a reduction in time needed for queue management.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Outline
Finally, this chapter concludes this research by highlighting this initiative’s impact. It is
organized using the four Student Learning Objectives (SLO) of the DE EM program:


SLO1: Student demonstrates expert knowledge of the literature in a sub-area of
Operations Research or Engineering Management.



SLO2: Student demonstrates the ability to clearly explain and document his/her research
in the discipline of Engineering Management.



SLO3: Student demonstrates the ability to identify research directions independently in
the discipline of Engineering Management.



SLO4: Student demonstrates the potential economic impact of his/her praxis in the
discipline of Engineering Management

5.2 Literature Review
Based on over 55 reviewed pieces of lieterature, there appears to be an opportunity to fill
a gap in the research by applying Lean Six Sigma principles to RPA initiatives. Furthermore, it
is exciting to provide an alternative solution to the publications that cite the need for data to be
structured to be a candidate for an RPA solution.
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5.3 Engineering Management Contribution
While designed for heuristic models, Dr. Barr’s publication “Designing and Reporting on
Computational Experiments with Heuristic Methods” provides a framework for evaluating
research contribution: fast, accurate, robust, simple, high-impact, generalizable, and innovative.


Fast: While the problem statement of this research was focused on cost, there was
also significant time savings when it came to the actual implementations. For
example, one process that previously took 3 full-time resources an average of 34
days to complete now completes in 2 hours with only 15 minutes of human input
time.



Accurate: In addition to significant cost and time savings, we have not
encountered any quality issues from steps in our workflow that have been
automated.



Robust and Simple: As alluded to in Chapter 4, this work was specifically
designed to be scalable and customizable which allowed it to be easily deployed
across multiple geographies.



High-Impact: Even at a firm as large as Ernst & Young, $15 million in savings is
a significant impact to firm margin.



Innovative: Finally, RPA is still an emerging technology and the use of it on
unstructured data can certainly be considered innovative. Unsurprisingly, this
work is presented on regularly in sessions focused on legal innovation and
technology.
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5.2.1 External Recognition
In addition to being presented to the praxis supervisory committee, this research has also
been presented externally and received recognition:


RelativityFest 2018 Innovation Award Finalist – The industry-leading review platform
is named Relativity and they host a conference every year named RelativityFest that
includes innovation awards in different categories. This research was presented in 2018
under the submission Relativity Automation Tool (RAT). The submission was named
one of the top three finalists which means it was presented at an awards ceremony that
included over 6,000 attendees.



Robotic Process Automation (RPA): Turning Buzzwords into Action – This research
was also prepared into a presentation on RPA that has been presented in multiple industry
groups including the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE), the Association
of Certified eDiscovery Specialists (ACEDS), Summit on Legal Innovation and
Disruption (SOLID), and Women in eDiscovery (WiE) in multiple cities including
Washington DC, Dallas, and Austin. The presentation focuses on the applications within
this research initiative and then invites participants to discuss potential applications and
opportunities within their organizations. The abstract is presented as follows:
Robotic Process Automation in eDiscovery: Putting Buzzwords into Action
In the professional services industry, it is hard to go a day without hearing
buzzwords like AI (Artificial Intelligence) and RPA (Robotics Process
Automation). Research shows that while many organizations have included plans
to implement these technologies in their roadmaps, very few have actually done so.
This session is designed to highlight successful implementations of RPA in the
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eDiscovery process, including how they are implemented and the benefits they
provide. Our speakers will cover the key factors required for successful planning
and implementation of RPA in eDiscovery and the common misconceptions and
pitfalls that hold many organizations back.


RelativityFest 2020 Innovation Award Finalist – In 2020, again RPA using the
Relativity platform was submitted – this time for an application marketed as Rebound
which provided a centralized location for organizations to respond to the COVID-19
pandemic. What started as a web scraper to monitor guidance issued by the US
government quickly escalated into a full-blown COVID-19 Command Center. The
platform triangulates over 15,000 international data sources to monitor government
regulations, tax guidance, travel advisories, as well as case and testing tracking.
Additionally, the platform creates a repository to enable enterprise responses including
internal and external communications, insurance policies, contracts, disaster recovery
plans, recovery assessments, and other types of structured and unstructured data. Figure
68 provides a screenshot of the application’s front interface, Figure 69 shows a
visualization of the types of regulations and information the platform tracker, and Figure
70 provides a visualization of the timeline visual prepared. Having a timeline view was
especially helpful given how frequently the regulations changed.
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Figure 68: EY Rebound Screenshot

The picture can't be display ed.

Figure 69: EY Rebound Screenshot
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Figure 70: EY Rebound Screenshot

Once again, this submission was selected as a top 3 finalist and was presented to an audience of
14,000+ attendees.


The Artificially Intelligent Investigation – This research contributed to a presentation
to the Dallas ACFE chapter in September 2021. The presentation was promoted using its
abstract below:
The (Artificially) Intelligent Investigation
o Demystify the different types of AI and how they can be used to not only identify
fraudulent activity but automate the subsequent investigation
o Learn how to get started using the 3 A's: Analytics, AI, and Automation
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o Walk through a tale of two investigations to understand the impact these
technologies can have on an investigations


Summit On Legal Innovation and Disruption West– This research directly attributed
to a presentation given at SOLID West given in February 2022 titled Legal Tech: the
movement to bring technology in-house. This presentation was promoted using the
abstract below:
There is an ongoing trend of companies buying added technology licenses from
various vendors. As more technology moves in-house, there are many considerations that
companies will need to address. Such considerations include:
o Are we fully articulating the Legal Tech ROI to the broader business?
o How should we manage to work with disparate systems and integration ideas for a
robust view of the business?
o Are we considering a holistic technology approach? Are we appropriately
connected with the compliance function for a “proactive” and “reactive” view of
the business?

Finally, this research applied for and was selected to be presented at the Institute for Operations
Research and Management Science (INFORMS) Business Analytics Conference held in
Houston, Texas from April 3 – April 5, 2022.
5.3 Research Directions
One of the most exciting things about this research, is the idea that it can be used to help
unstructured data become structured. Data Volumes have increased roughly 5,000% since 2010
and an estimated 80 – 90% of data is unstructured. To make more of this data easier to consume
can have significant impacts across multiple industries and sectors. Additionally, it would be
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interesting to study how the academic literature aligns to marketing materials promoted by
companies. The assumption would be that academic publications do not include all of the
innovation completed outside of academia but that professional marketing materials are not as
vetted and tested (and therefore trusted) as publications for an academic audience.
Additionally, automation lends itself to having more audit history and more data points
captured for analysis. For example, EY now has tracked information on when tasks are
completed. This has allowed us to begin pulling metrics and drawing insights across matters into
what we call portfolio insights. Historically, matters were reviewed and analyzed on an
individual basis but with automation captureing and tracking this new level of detail, there is
now an opportunity to look at more macro-level trends which we expect to shape the industry.

Figure 71: Activity Across Portfolio
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For example, Figure 71 is a dashboard we created within our platform to show the types of
activity across a portfolio of matters for the same client. This allows case managers to better
appreciate activity at a wholistic level to better understand how their portfolio is performing. For
example, this illustration shows that the majority of work is spent on data processing requests
and now many production requests. This likely means that the portfolio is over-collecting data
and paying for it to be processed and reviewed but not actually produced. This presents an
opportunity for cost savings.

Figure 72: Activity Summary for Portfolio

Similar to Figure 71, Figure 72shows all activity within a queue regardless of matter. This
allows case managers to understand activity across a portfolio and best manage the queue.
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Figure 73: Privilege Bank

Figure 73 shows an example of tracking privilege information across an entire portfolio of
matters. This is an interesting application of insights because it can potentially reduce the
amount of documents needed to be reviewed by outside counsel which is typically the highest
cost of litigation.
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Figure 74: Custodian Summary

Figure 74 illustrates a view that was created to show the amount of data across a portfolio of
matters for the same custodian. Leveraging data that has been previously collected, processed,
and even reviewed or produced can provide significant time and cost savings.
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Figure 75: Cost Calculator

Figure 75 illustrates a view we created that pulls various metric points now available to help
predict and project costs for matters as well as associate them back to a client’s particular line of
business.

Figure 76: Matter Heatmap
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Finally, Figure 76 visualizes the activity across all matters within a portfolio. The darker
colors represent a matter with more activity. Figure 76 clearly illustrates that while this is a large
portfolio of matters, very few are actually active. This type of insight allows for better loadbalancing across IT resources which improves the reviewer experience and efficiency which
ultimately can lead to cost savings.
As more and more data points are tracked and stored, we expect to be able to pull more
insights which ultimately can lead to more testing and data-driven decisions.
5.4 Financial Impact
And finally, the financial impact of this project is satisfying to calculate. Because of the
cost savings recognized in 2018, practice leadership made the determination to create a
combined Service Delivery Center (SDC) which has more than doubled the amount of data
processed using this workflow and leads us to confidently say the firm has recognized more than
$15,000,000 in savings due to these automations and workflow refinements.
In addition to the direct labor savings we have discussed, we routinely receive feedback
that our more junior staff enjoy not having to do as much of the tedious work they used to. I
have been told by multiple employees on my team that the only reason they have stayed at the
firm as long as they have is to continue to work on my team and innovating. It would be
fascinating to see if there are additional savings due to employee retention. Unfortunately, this
information is considered confidential to the firm and unavailable to me.
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